
EP Election 2014 – procedure on nomination of common liberal
top candidate(s)

The Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe Party convening
for its Council meeting in Pula, Croatia on 10 May 2013

Recalling - The European Liberal Democrats resolution from Berlin
2007 calling for a common liberal candidate for EU Commission
President;

Considering: - The European Commission’s recommendation from
12 March 2013 to European political parties to nominate common
candidates for Commission President;

- The objective of European liberals and democrats to develop a
more political and liberal Europe;

- That the key for a successful electoral campaign is to create
attention and present a coherent message, which is embodied by top
candidates who enhance the political profile and attract public
attention for Liberal Democrats across Europe;

- That the political party families of conservatives, socialists and
greens are to nominate candidates of their own by early 2014. The
ALDE Party calls for:

- A leaders’ meeting of EU ALDE member parties, ALDE Party
President, ALDE Group leader and ALDE Vice Presidents of the
European Commission, to meet on 19 December in Brussels in
connection with the EU council summit to discuss possible names for
top candidate;

- Candidates for EU Commission President to be formally nominated
by at least two member parties from more than one member state or
by 1/5 of ALDE Party Congress voting delegates by 20 December
2013, to underline the trans-national character of the campaign. Each
Congress voting delegate can only appear as supporting the
nomination of maximum one candidate;

- Looking into the possibility of an online vote by Congress delegates
between 20 December and 5 days prior to the electoral congress in
early 2014 to elect the Liberal top candidate if there is more than one
candidate;

- An extraordinary electoral Congress to formally vote if so still
needed or approve and publically present a candidate in early 2014; -
The common candidate has to achieve an absolute majority of the
votes, following the same rules for election as stipulated in the ALDE
Party Internal regulations for ALDE Party President.

- The President of the ALDE Party will serve as negotiation leader for
ALDE Party - in consultation with the ALDE Group leader as referred
to in the Lisbon treaty - with the other European political families after
the 2014 EP elections, in order to optimize the representation and
influence of liberal candidates in top EU positions for the period
2014-2019.
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